
Challenge with a Capital C 

Challenges come in all forms and mostly lead us to rise above, becoming the better for pushing through. 

Figuring my challenges were mostly behind me after a rough stretch since being hit by a car in 2012, 

managing Alzheimer’s impacts [on my Dad] and a suffering a femoral neck fracture – I figured wrong. 

For more than a year, GI issues were dismissed as diet related, then IBS from stress/workloads – however 

another 6+ months of issues endured before a GI specialist was referred for a 2nd scope procedure [2012 

was clean] and a life surprise was revealed – that being Colon Cancer on April 12th. 

Hearing the words “Cancer” - first thoughts went to GFO/Alzheimer’s – a new venture supporting a cause 

close to my heart – in need of ongoing direction and ample time to ensure success. 

Non-stop assessments revealed Stage 3 Colo-Rectal Cancer with swollen lymph nodes requiring 

immediate Radiation and Chemotherapy, 6-8 weeks of recovery, further assessment, Surgery and likely 

more Chemo after Surgery. 

The Team of Cancer “specialists” advised to adjust my lifestyle and diet, reduce work and avoid stress 

related tasks - allowing treatments to effectively reduce the tumor to ease symptoms/problems and 

increase the chance of a successful surgery and timely recovery. 

It’s been a very difficult few weeks made more complicated by existing projects + time demands and efforts 

to support Alzheimer’s – recently leading to explore options – causing a delayed decision.  

In the best interests of the Alzheimer’s Society, volunteers, sponsors, supporters, suppliers and mostly 

YOU as valued participants, it’s with much regret/frustration that GFO is being cancelled for 2019. 

This decision was made alongside family & close friends + key stakeholders including the Alzheimer’s 

Society who advise I focus on my Cancer, reassess and bring GFO back in 2020, better than ever. 

Over the next few weeks, entry fees will be refunded and GFO will absorb fees/costs paid to Pay Pal. 

Should you prefer to allocate your registration fees to our 2020 event, registration will be transferred and 

your 2019 entry fee will be honored with no price increase. 

If you’d like to donate all or a portion of your entry fees to A) the Alzheimer’s Society or B) The Ottawa 

Hospital Foundation, links and tax receipts will be provided + GFO will send you a Biemme jersey from a 

previous years’ event [minimum donation of $100.00 is required to qualify for a jersey w/shipping]. 

As a goal to inspire me and help conquer Cancer and in appreciation of the amazing support and excellent 

care received to date from The Ottawa Hospital and the Cancer Assessment Center, my goal is to 

participate in The Ride on September 8th and help raise funds and awareness of what they do. 

Please email admin@gfottawa.org to inform of your decision. 

mailto:admin@gfottawa.org


Please accept a sincere apology for the inconvenience/delay and all the best in your 2019 ride season. 

N.B. – Not to preach however to those of us who ignore symptoms, manage with pain and discomfort, skip 

annual physicals and think an illness like Cancer cannot impact you because you are strong, fit, healthy, 

eat well and exercise – please do yourself and your family a favor - think again and don’t take chances – it 

is your life and early detection makes a huge difference. 

Yours truly, 

Greg Capello 


